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I. BASED ON THE EMERGING NATIONAL CONSENSUS 
THAT INADVERTENT KILLINGS DURING 
COMMISSION OF A FELONY DO NOT WARRANT 
THE DEATH PENALTY, THIS COURT SHOULD 
REVERSE THE SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES 
FINDINGS AND SENTENCE OF DEATH BELOW. 
 
A. Introduction 

Appellant was convicted of first degree murder and sentenced 

to die based on the felony murder rule.  Since the U.S. Supreme Court 

decisions in Enmund v. Florida (1982) 458 U.S. 782 and Tison v. 

Arizona (1987) 481 U.S. 137, accomplices to felony murder cannot be 

sentenced to die without proof of a culpable mental state of intent to 

kill, or of reckless indifference to life. (Tison, supra, 481 U.S. at 157-

158; Enmund, supra, 458 U.S. at 801; see, e.g., In re Ramirez (2019) 

__ Cal.App.5th __, 2019 Cal.App. LEXIS 134.  Although based on 

the evidence at trial the jury could have found Appellant to be merely 

an accomplice lacking the requisite mental state, the jury obviously 

concluded he was not an accomplice, but the perpetrator.1 

                                                           
1 Had the jury believed Mrs. Baker that Appellant was not the 
perpetrator and believed Appellant that, although he was present that 
night, he remained outside the Bakers’ home and did not actually 
carry out the crimes, the jury would have had to find – but could not 
have found – that Appellant had the requisite mental state as an 
accomplice to be death-eligible.  In submitting this Second 
Supplemental Brief, Appellant does not concede he was the 
perpetrator but accepts that the jury necessarily so found. 
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Multiple courts, including this Court, have concluded that 

Enmund and Tison do not require any specific culpable mental state 

for the “actual” killer in a felony murder case to be death-eligible, 

even if the killing is wholly inadvertent. (G. Binder et al., Capital 

Punishment of Unintentional Felony Murder (2017) 92 Notre Dame 

L. Rev. 1141, 1181 [“Unintentional”]; People v. Anderson (1987) 43 

Cal.3d 1104; see also People v. Stamp (1969) 2 Cal.App.3d 203 [Pre-

Enmund and Tison case holding that burglar who startles resident who 

dies of heart attack guilty of felony murder even absent intent to kill].)  

Thus, as the perpetrator, Appellant’s actual mental state was 

effectively irrelevant – when Mr. Baker suffered a fatal heart attack 

during commission of the underlying burglary and robbery that was 

alone sufficient to render Appellant liable for first degree murder and 

death-eligible.   

Despite an absence of guidance from the U.S. Supreme Court 

on whether, and under what circumstances, an inadvertent “actual” 

killer may be rendered death-eligible (Unintentional, supra, p. 1213), 

very recent scholarly research demonstrates that a national consensus 

has nevertheless emerged that truly inadvertent killers – those who do 

not harbor even a reckless indifference to life – should not be put to 
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death. (See G. Binder et al., Unusual: The Death Penalty for 

Inadvertent Killing (2018) 93 Ind. L.J. 549 [“Unusual”], attached 

hereto as Appendix A for the Court’s convenience.)  Applying 

accepted Eighth Amendment analytical methodology, that research 

reveals that the death penalty for felony murderers guilty of 

inadvertent killings is “truly unusual” (Roper v. Simmons (2005) 543 

U.S. 551, 563; Atkins v. Virginia (2002) 536 U.S. 304, 316), 

inconsistent with “‘evolving standards of decency’” (Estelle v. 

Gamble (1976) 429 U.S. 97, 102 ), and therefore unconstitutional. 

The jury here was instructed consistent with current law and 

thus did not have to find, and the prosecutor emphasized it did not 

have to find, that Appellant harbored any particular mental state in 

order to be found guilty of murder and for the special circumstances to 

be found true.  And, although there was some evidence to support a 

finding that Appellant had a culpable mental state, the overwhelming 

weight of the evidence showed that Mr. Baker’s death was nothing but 

a tragic accident and truly inadvertent.  In view of the national 

consensus that inadvertent killings cannot justify the death penalty, 

the risk is simply too great that Appellant was found death-eligible 

without regard to whether he harbored an intent to kill or a reckless 
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indifference to life.  Accordingly, the special circumstances findings 

and his death sentence should be reversed. 

B. Groundbreaking Research Reveals A National 
Consensus That The Death Penalty For A Truly 
Inadvertent Killing During Commission Of A Felony 
Is Unconstitutionally Disproportionate To The 
Offense.   

Punishments disproportionate to the offense are 

unconstitutional. (Weems v. United States (1910) 217 U.S. 349, 367.)  

Proportionality is measured by assessing “‘the evolving standards of 

decency that mark the progress of a maturing society.’” (Estelle, 

supra, 429 U.S. at 102.)  To arrive at those “evolving standards of 

decency,” the U.S. Supreme Court, 

first considers “objective indicia of society’s standards, 
as expressed in legislative enactments and state practice,” 
to determine whether there is a national consensus 
against the sentencing practice at issue.  Next, guided by 
“the standards elaborated by controlling precedent and 
the Court’s own understanding and interpretation of the 
Eighth Amendment’s text, history, meaning, and 
purpose,” the Court must determine in the exercise of its 
own independent judgment whether the punishment in 
question violates the Constitution. 

(Graham v. Florida (2010) 560 U.S. 48, 61 [citations omitted].) 

A groundbreaking and exhaustive study of the “objective 

indicia of society’s standards” from 53 jurisdictions in the U.S. now 

reveals an emerging national consensus that inadvertent killing during 
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the commission of a felony is not a sufficient basis for the death 

penalty. (Unusual, supra, pp. 552-553.)2  With respect to “legislative 

enactments,” which the Supreme Court considers the “‘clearest and 

most reliable objective evidence’” of societal consensus (Graham, 

supra, 560 U.S. at 62), the research shows that only 18 of 53 

jurisdictions, or 34%, permit the death penalty for inadvertent felony 

murder. (Unusual, supra, pp. 552, 562-563.)  Put another way, 66%, 

or two-thirds of the surveyed jurisdictions, oppose the practice; 

California is decidedly in the minority.  Bolstering the significance of 

this finding, the Supreme Court has found a national consensus 

against other sentencing practices where as few as 58-63% of the 

surveyed jurisdictions opposed the particular practice. (Id. at 563-564 

[comparison chart].)  Accordingly, the even broader legislative 

prohibition of the death penalty for inadvertent felony murder 

convincingly demonstrates “an emerging national consensus against 

the practice.” (Id. at 564.) 

With respect to “state practice,” “[t]here are measures of 

consensus other than legislation.  Statistics about the number of 

                                                           
2 Those 53 jurisdictions include the 50 states, the District of 
Columbia, the United States and the U.S. military. 
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executions may inform the consideration whether capital punishment 

for the [conduct at issue] is regarded as unacceptable in our society.” 

(Kennedy v. Louisiana (2008) 554 U.S. 407, 433.)  Taking this cue, 

the authors of Unusual “reviewed every . . . execution for felony 

murder [since 1976] in the 18 jurisdictions where capital punishment 

for inadvertent killing is possible” and did “the same with death 

sentences not yet carried out.” (Unusual, supra, p. 564.)  The analysis 

reveals that “capital punishment for this conduct has become ‘truly 

unusual’ as a matter of state practice.” (Id., citing Roper, supra, 543 

U.S. at 563.)    

The authors considered the facts of “every case in which a 

principal in a felony murder was executed, in the eighteen states 

where execution for inadvertent killing is doctrinally permissible.” 

(Id. at 568.)  That granular review demonstrates that “the number of 

inadvertent killers executed since the reinstatement of capital 

punishment in 1976 is at least three and no more than five.” (Id. at 

575.)  These five executions occurred in only four states.  And two of 

the five came from a single state, Oklahoma. (Id.)  “These two cases 

represent the only defendants executed for a possibly inadvertent 

killing who were sentenced within the last twenty years.  None of the 
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five felony murders was committed within the last twenty years.” (Id.)  

Here, too, the authors compared these few executions to the number 

of executions based on other sentencing practices the Supreme Court 

has struck down as unconstitutional. (Id. at 576 [comparison chart].) 

If only five potentially inadvertent killers have been 
executed in forty years, in only four jurisdictions, then 
this number aligns closely with the numbers in past 
Supreme Court holdings regarding the frequency of state 
practice.  It is fewer than the six executions in a twenty-
eight-year period cited in Enmund, the executions in five 
states in a thirteen-year period in Atkins, and the 
executions in six states in a sixteen-year period in Roper.  
It seems that legal decision makers, whether prosecutors, 
juries, reviewing courts, or governors, have rejected the 
application of the death penalty for this conduct. 

(Id.) 

Finally, the authors conducted an analysis of the 1,755 inmates 

currently on death row in California and other jurisdictions 

“permitting execution of inadvertent felony-murderers.” (Id. at 577.)  

Of those, 570, or slightly less than one-third, were sentenced to death 

on a felony murder theory alone and, of these, only 15 were sentenced 

to die based on arguably inadvertent killings.  These 15 cases 

represent less than 1% of all death sentences, a vanishingly small 

percentage.  Once again, these small numbers place the death penalty 

for inadvertent killing well within the range of “unusualness” found 
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with respect to other sentencing practices ruled unconstitutional. (Id. 

at 587-588.)  “[T]he rarity of death sentences for inadvertent killers is 

comparable to that of past sentencing practices deemed to be cruel and 

unusual by the Supreme Court.” (Id. at 588.)   

To summarize, application of the methodology approved by the 

Supreme Court for determining a societal consensus regarding 

sentencing practices shows that the death penalty for inadvertent 

killers is truly “unusual,” and therefore unconstitutional.  

C. Notwithstanding The National Consensus That 
Inadvertent Killers Should Not Be Executed, 
Appellant Was Sentenced To Die Despite 
Overwhelming Evidence That He Neither Intended 
Mr. Baker’s Death Nor Was Recklessly Indifferent To 
Life. 

The absurdity and illogic of making a felon death-eligible as the 

result of an unintended, unexpected and inadvertent killing during 

commission of the crime has been emphasized by judges and scholars 

alike. (E.g, Anderson, supra, 43 Cal.3d at 1151 et seq. [Broussard, J., 

concurring and dissenting]; Unintentional, supra, p. 1205.)  After all, 

if “capital punishment must ‘be limited to those offenders who 

commit “a narrow category of the most serious crimes” and whose 

extreme culpability makes them “the most deserving of execution”’ 

(Kennedy, supra, 554 U.S. at 420 [emphasis added]), how can it be 
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that an inadvertent killer – who neither wishes or attempts to kill nor 

is recklessly indifferent to life, who may even be horrified the crime 

has resulted in death – is sufficiently culpable to be eligible for the 

death penalty?  The answer – according to the empirical research 

described above – is that he should not be.  The facts on the ground 

demonstrate a broad national consensus that such a person is 

insufficiently culpable to be sentenced to die. 

Turning to Appellant’s case, the evidence shows that he should 

not be executed in light of this emerging national consensus.  He was 

under the influence of marijuana and methamphetamine at the time of 

the crime and thus obviously impaired. (15 Reporter’s Transcript 

[“RT”] 3364, 3369.)  When he entered the Bakers’ home, he was 

carrying a tool for breaking into cars, not a knife or other weapon. (15 

RT 3367, 3369-3370; 19 RT 4316, 4317.)  He was originally 

solicitous of, even gentle with, the Bakers; he tried to calm them and 

even helped Mrs. Baker from her couch before asking them to walk to 

their bedroom to be tied up. (15 RT 3371; 2 Clerk’s Transcript (“CT”) 

442, 444.)  He tied them loosely with neckties and torn sheets. (15 RT 

3373.)  When Mrs. Baker warned him that he should not gag Mr. 

Baker because of his heart condition, he assured her the gag was not 
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firmly inserted and Mr. Baker could easily remove it.  He thereafter 

freed her so she could remove the gag from her husband’s mouth. (2 

CT 443-445; 15 RT 3377.) It was only at that point that he became 

violent toward her and by then Mr. Baker had apparently died. (2 CT 

445, 456, 458-459.)  The pathologist testified that Mr. Baker could 

have had a fatal heart attack at any time, with or without the crime.  

(15 RT 3238, 3239-3240, 3242-3243.)  He could have died as he was 

being loosely tied up or before or after the gag was placed in his 

mouth; indeed, the knife wound was indisputably superficial, not fatal, 

and could even have been inflicted after he had died. (15 RT 3236-

3237, 3242-3246.)  Throughout his interrogation by police, Appellant 

showed profound remorse, sadness and regret for what had transpired 

that night.  (15 RT 3394; 16 RT 3486, 3526, 3553, 3636-3637.)  He 

had trouble remembering, much less believing, that he could have 

been involved in any way in the death. (15 RT 3378, 3380.) Similarly, 

another officer testified he overheard Appellant say, while sobbing 

during a conversation with his mother and aunt, “I’m sorry.  I didn’t 

mean to kill him.” (15 RT 3318 [emphasis added].)3   

                                                           
3 Appellant does not concede he made this statement, but evidence 
that he did was before the jury. 
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Appellant acknowledges this and other evidence could have 

supported a finding of any one of several mental states, but the 

overwhelming thrust is that he was, at worst, negligently responsible 

for Mr. Baker’s death.  The prosecution initially planned to argue 

premeditation and deliberation in addition to felony murder and 

requested that the jury receive the applicable instruction, CALJIC 

3.31.5. (19 RT 4150-4157.)  But after the judge reminded the 

prosecutor he would instruct the jury on the lesser included offense of 

second degree murder, the prosecutor balked and withdrew the 

requested instruction on premeditation and deliberation.  (19 RT 4157, 

4162-4163.)  As a result, the jury was instructed only on felony 

murder as a basis for conviction for first degree murder and the 

special circumstances findings. (19 RT 4361-4368.)   

Given the evidence, it is little wonder the prosecutor abandoned 

the premeditation and deliberation instruction.  She simply could not 

ask the jury to inquire into Appellant’s mental state because she knew 

a substantial risk existed the jury would conclude Appellant did not 

have the requisite mens rea for a finding of premeditation and 

deliberation.  Instead, to ensure the death penalty without regard to his 

mental state, the prosecutor relied exclusively on the felony murder 
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rule with respect to the conviction and special circumstances.  As she 

emphasized during closing argument to the jury:    

Do you have to concern yourselves with the fact of the 
killing in terms of was it intentional, was it 
unintentional?  Was it accidental?  You do not.  You do 
have to come to the conclusion that the defendant . . . 
intended to rob and burglarize.  You do not have to come 
to the conclusion that he intended to kill Mr. Baker. . . . 

[W]e don’t have to get to intent to prove first degree 
murder.  We don’t have to get to intent to prove the 
special circumstances as long as you are satisfied beyond 
a reasonable doubt that the defendant actually caused the 
death, killed this human being. . . . [Y]ou don’t have to 
find [intent]. 

(19 RT 4237, 4240.)  She thus assured the jury it need only find that 

Appellant committed the underlying crimes and Mr. Baker died; 

nothing more was required. 

“A conviction based on a general verdict is subject to challenge 

if the jury was instructed on alternative theories of guilt and may have 

relied on an invalid one.” (Hedgpeth v. Pulido (2008) 555 U.S. 57, 58, 

citing Stromberg v. California (1931) 283 U.S. 359.)  Had Appellant’s 

jury been instructed, consistent with the national consensus, that it had 

to find he intended to kill or was at least recklessly indifferent to life 

before becoming death-eligible, the jury could easily have concluded 

he lacked a sufficiently culpable mental state.  But the jury was not so 
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instructed because under current California law a culpable mental 

state is irrelevant for the “actual” killer in a felony murder case.  As a 

result, the jury could have sentenced Appellant to die even if every 

juror believed Mr. Baker’s death was wholly inadvertent and that 

Appellant was no more than negligent in his actions that night.  

Appellant submits that such a result is inconsistent with the overriding 

Eighth Amendment principle that only the most culpable should be 

eligible for the ultimate punishment and equally inconsistent with the 

national consensus that inadvertent killers do not deserve the death 

penalty.   

II. CONCLUSION 

This Court should reverse the special circumstances findings 

and Appellant’s death sentence and order that he be retried under 

instructions consistent with the law as it is being applied nationwide, 

i.e., that he cannot be death-eligible unless he intended the death or 

had a reckless indifference to life during commission of the 

underlying crimes. 

Dated:  March 7, 2019   /s/ Martin H. Dodd    
      Martin H. Dodd 
      Attorney for Appellant 
      Paul Nathan Henderson 
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